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A HYBRID RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR FOR LIGHTWEIGHT CRYPTOSYSTEMS: XORSHIFTLPLUS
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Abstract:

Lightweight devices such as radio frequency identification tags, smart cards, wireless sensor nodes and devices belong to Internet of Things concept continue to grow day by day, so there exists a serious need for effective and lightweight security structures for them. In this paper, an effective and lightweight pseudo random number generator seeded by the non-random hardware source is proposed. Built-in temperature sensor is used to seed the lightweight pseudo random number generator as a hardware source. The proposed hybrid generator is built on the structure of xorshift. This generator is ultralight version of xorshift with fewer number of shift, XOR operations and the short bit length of the seeds. The new and lightweight generator is called the xorshiftLplus in which “L” stands for “lightweight”, demonstrated great suitability for lightweight devices considering its randomness, performance and resource usage. This random number generator is tested for the three EPC\textsuperscript{TM} Gen-2 Class 1 conditions that is mentioned in EPC\textsuperscript{TM} Gen-2 Class 1 document and with NIST randomness test suite. It is implemented on WISP passive RFID tag to investigate time and resource usage.
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